GCAA NCAA DIVISION I NATIONAL AWARDS 2010

ARNOLD PALMER AWARD
PRESENTED BY CALLAWAY
Scott Langley, Illinois

JACK NICKLAUS AWARD
Eugene Wong, Oregon

PHIL MICKELSON AWARD
PRESENTED BY THE PHIL AND AMY MICKELSON FOUNDATION
Chris Williams, Washington

DAVE WILLIAMS AWARDS
PRESENTED BY EATON/GOLF PRIDE
Josh Gregory, Augusta State

ALL-FRESHMAN TEAM
Cody Gribble, Texas
Cameron Peck, Texas A&M
TJ Vogel, Southern California
Pontus Widegren, UCLA
Chris Williams, Washington

TEAM EFFORT DIVISION I REGIONAL CHAMPIONS
Central – Stanford
East – Kent State; Texas
South Central – Texas Tech
Southeast – Oklahoma State
Southwest – Oregon
West - Washington

TEAM EFFORT DIVISION I REGIONAL MEDALISTS
Central – Drew Kittleson, Florida State
East – Rhys Enoch, East Tennessee State; TJ Howe, Penn State
South Central – Russell Henley, Georgia
Southeast – Peter Uihlein, Oklahoma
State
Southwest – Nick Delio, Cal State
Northridge
West – Richard Lee, Washington

PING ALL-AMERICA TEAMS
First-Team
John Chin, UC Irvine
Nils Florén, Texas Tech
Dustin Garza, Wichita State
Russell Henley, Georgia

Scott Langley, Illinois
Andrea Pavan, Texas A&M
Jonathan Randolph, Mississippi
Nick Taylor, Washington
Peter Uihlein, Oklahoma State
Diego Velasquez, Oregon State
Eugene Wong, Oregon

Second-Team
Bud Cauley, Alabama
Sean Dale, North Florida
Harris English, Georgia
Morgan Hoffmann, Oklahoma State
Daniel Miernicki, Oregon
Corey Nagy, Charlotte
Henrik Norlander, Augusta State
Patrick Reed, Augusta State
Kevin Tway, Oklahoma State
Chris Ward, Texas Tech

Third-Team
George Bryan IV, South Carolina
David Chung, Stanford
Derek Ernst, UNLV
Dylan Frittelli, Texas
Brendan Gielow, Wake Forest
Cody Gribble, Texas
Jesper Kennegard, Arizona State
Brooks Koepka, Florida State
Richard Lee, Washington
Chris Williams, Washington

Honorable Mention
Tyson Alexander, Florida
Lee Bedford, Wake Forest
Alex Ching, San Diego
Nick Delio, Cal State Northridge
Rhys Enoch, East Tennessee State
Robbie Fillmore, BYU
Kevin Foley, Penn State
J.T. Griffin, Georgia Tech
Chesson Hadley, Georgia Tech
John Hahn, Kent State
Paul Haley, Georgia Tech
Hunter Hamrick, Alabama
Matt Hill, NC State
T.J. Howe, Penn State
Bobby Hudson, Texas
Sihwan Kim, Stanford
Drew Kittleson, Florida State
Espen Kofstad, Denver
Ben Kohles, Virginia
David Lingmerth, Arkansas
Andrew Loupe, LSU
Gregor Main, UCLA
Ben Martin, Clemson
Eric Mina, California
Cameron Peck, Texas A&M
John Peterson, LSU
Jordan Russell, Texas A&M
Alex Shi Yup Kim, UCLA
T.J. Vogel, Southern California
Steve Ziegler, Stanford